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Intuitive Video Reading Service Agreement 

You must be 18 years of age or older.  Information you receive from any and all services, coaching, 
communication, or consultations with Christine Sumner is for personal, educational, or coaching 
purposes only and is not intended to, nor should it ever, take the place of any medical, legal, 
financial, traditional psychological, or other professional advice. Christine Sumner will not accept 
responsibility for any decisions made or actions taken by anyone based upon services, coaching, 
consultations, or communications received. The choices you make and the actions you take are 
solely your responsibility. You agree to completely hold blameless and absolutely indemnify 
Christine Sumner or any persons associated with Christine Sumner, from any and all liabilities 
and expenses. 

Payment Policy: 
Payment is required before your Intuitive Video Reading is completed. This payment is not 
refundable.  
 
Intuitive Video Reading Rates: 
$33.33 for a 15-20-minute Intuitive Video Reading  
 
Intuitive Video Reading Policies: 

 Refunds for Intuitive Video Readings are not provided. 
 Intuitive Video Readings are completed in the order they are received.  
 Once your payment is received you will be placed in a queue.   
 Your Intuitive Video Reading will be recorded via Zoom and sent to your email address as 

soon as the recording is completed.  
 The Intuitive Video Readings are saved as an mp4 file. 
 You are responsible for downloading the appropriate applications on your computer or 

device to view the mp4 file of your Intuitive Video Reading.  
 
I have read the Intuitive Video Reading Service Agreement and consent to have an Intuitive 
Video Reading under the terms outlined and agree to abide by its terms during our professional 
relationship.  I have read and agree to the above. 

              

Client Signature        Date 

              

Email Address 
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